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KNOBBLY HI HOPPER
Knobbly ball with heavy duty handles designed for a firm
grip. Bounce on ball without falling off. Suitable for older
students. 90cm diaSize: .

PEANUT BALL
Provides dynamic seating for people with stability
issues who find a standard gym ball too difficult to use.
Sit on this ball without rolling off. Two sizes:45 x 90cm
(Item 8001S) and 50 x 100cm (Item 8001L).

ITEM 8001

ANTI BURST SENSORY BALL
Textured ball with pimpled surface. Adds tactile
element to ball therapy. 65cm iaSize: d .

ITEM 6041

2017-18
CATALOGUE

ANTI BURST GYM BALL
Instability of ball engages many muscles for body
to remain balanced. Suitable for person 180-200cm

Size: cm d a.for sitting. 75 i

ANTI BURST GYM BALL
Enables student to wiggle on ball just enough to
maintain attention. Suitable for person 162-183cm

. Size: d .for sitting 65cm ia

ANTI BURST GYM BALL
Great tool for dynamic sitting or therapy. Suitable for
person 145-160cm for sitting. 5 cm diaSize: 5 .

For sensory and motor therapy equipment
TEL: 07-3865 4420   INT: +61 7 3865 4420   FAX: 07-3265 5955   INT: +61 7 3265 5955

ITEM 9585

ITEM 9575

Order online and save time at:

All sizes are indicative only.

ITEM 9555

All prices include GST

.com.au
SOLO 2 PTY LTD T/A THERAQUATICS ABN: 61 010 676 249 SOLO 2 PTY LTD T/A THERAQUATICS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES INDICATED WITHOUT NOTICE

sales@theraquatics.com.au PO Box 670, Virginia QLD 4014 EFFECTIVE / /20101 09 7

ITEM 9565

$ 15.10
EACH

$ 18.99
EACH

ANTI BURST GYM BALL
Nonslip surface with ribs for extra grip. Suitable for
person 198 + for sitting. 85 iacm Size: cm d .

$22.30EACH

SensorY
CorneR
SensorY
CorneR
SensorY
CorneR

BALLS
AND

BALANCE

$16.35SMALL

8001S

$ 17.25
LARGE

8001L

$18.05EACH

ITEM 7106

$ 38.70
EACH

$ 21.00
EACH



HEAVY
DUTY PUMP
Better quality two way
pump with multi-use
adaptors. Provides
continuous stream of air.
Pump inflates and
deflates. Excellent for
larger inflatables.

REPLACEMENT PLUG
FOR ANTI- BURST BALLS
When placing your order, why not grab a few spare
plugs as insurance.

DOUBLE
ACTION PUMP
Mini hand pump that
delivers a continuous
stream of air in both the
inward and outward
strokes. A hand tool for
quick top-ups or for
smaller inflatable items.
Size: 23cmL.

GIANT STABILITY DISC
Large enough for both feet during standing exercises.
Also used for lying, kneeling, sitting or stepping
exercises. Have a friend join you on this extra large disc.
Size: 60cm dia.

ITEM 8004

STABILITY DISC
An Australian made round, inflatable cushion which
has a smooth surface on both sides . Promotes correct
seating posture. Great for children and young people
who need additional movement in order to remain
attentive to task. Compact and portable. Size:33cm dia.

AIR CUSHION
Air filled disc that mimics gym balls. Features bumps
on one side an on the other. Enough air ford pimples
person to wiggle just that little bit to maintain focus.
Pump included. Size: dia.34cm

HOP-A-LONG RUDOLPH
45cm PVC bouncer is super sturdy and lots of fun.
Hold on to his ears or antlers and start bouncing.

ITEM 7455

$ 20.99
EACH

KNOBBLY BALL 45CM
Inflatable larger, light weight sensory ball for easy throwing
and catching. Easy to grasp. Nodules for extra sensory
stimulation. Ideal for balance training, tactile therapy
and gross motor skills development .Size: 45cm dia.

ITEM 7104

KNOBBLY BALL 60CM
Inflatable lighter weight knobbly ball with hundreds of
soft nodules. Throw, roll, kick, catch...great fun for
hours! Soft to touch. Great for indoor and outdoor play.
This ball features a durable vinyl construction. These
balls can be rolled over the body, sat on or tossed
between two people. Size:60cm dia.

HI HOPPER
Old favourite bouncing ball with handle.
Develops postural control, muscle tone
and motor planning. Two sizes: 50cm dia.
(Item 8031M) and 60cm dia. (Item 8031L).

ITEM 8031

All sizes are indicative only.
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All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au

$ 14.95
EACH

C BALL
Transparent PVC ball with bells inside. Excellent for
visually impaired child. Size: 55cm dia.

ITEM 9996

$ 112.75
EACH

MEDICINE BALL
Australian made weighted balls provide heavy work
to help integrate sensory feedback and strengthen the
mind-body connection. Balls increase in weight from
1kg to 6kg. Can also be used for upper body rehab
and fitness. Balls float in water for aquatic therapy
exercises. Item 9710 (1kg), Item 9720 (2kg), Item 9730
(3kg), Item 9740 (4kg), Item 9750 (5kg), Item 9760 (6kg).

ITEM 7105

$27.90EACH

ITEM 8003

$18.50EACH

ITEM 8002

$66.75EACH

ITEM 8033

SITTING WEDGE
Air illed wedge helps students with posture and-f
concentration. Easy to use. Inflate or deflate wedge to
vary level of difficulty. Available in small (ITEM 8033S:
25 x 25 x 7cm 34 xcm cm ) and large (ITEM 8033L: cm
34 x 7cmcm ).

$44.95
EACH

8033S

$49.99EACH

8033L

ITEM 8012 ITEM 9554

$0.05EACH

ITEM 9902

$1.60EACH

$27.95
EACH

$ 8.80
EACH

$ 42.00
EACH

$26.501KG

9710

$43.20
2KG

9720

$64.703KG

9730

$73.50
4KG

9740

$94.105KG

9750

$107.90
6KG

9760



INFANT TRAMPOLINE
Tensioned so that even small children will experience a
springing effect. Suitable for children 18mo to 4 years.
Excellent for balance and coordination exercises.
Rubber protected rim and foam covered handles.
Size: 103cm dia. Height: 14/65cm. SWL: Max 20kg.

WOBBLE BALANCE DOME
These balance domes are strong and sturdy and
come with a textured top. They are designed to
develop balance, motor coordination skills, weight
distribution and core strength. Great for home therapy.
Capacity 350kg. Size: 40cm dia.

SUMMER SKIS
Great piece of equipment for motor planning, practising
social skills, balance and coordination. Accommodates
3 children at the same time. Ideal for ages 7-10 years.

ITEM 8035

BILIBO
High density polyethylene shell which is perfect for
rocking, rolling and spinning. For inside and outside
play. Size: 39cm x 39cm x 22cm.

ITEM 7426

$35.90EACH

BALANCE TRAINER
With more children being diagnosed with conditions
such as Autism, sensory processing disorder and
ADHD, there is a greater awareness of the importance
of the vestibular system. The Balance Trainer is a
great tool to harness the many core and stabilizing
muscles necessary for balance.

SPINNER
Stand on the spinner and the disc allows you to twist
while in a stationery position. Many uses-keeps busy
legs moving while staying stationery, provides stability
training and assists in improving balance and
coordination skills. Size: 24.5cm dia.

MUSHROOM STOOL
Small one-legged plastic stool  for the outdoors, where
your own legs provide the two other parts of the stool.
Stay focused and concentrate on remaining upright
on the stool- a great tool for perceptual motor skill
development. Size: Seat 23 x 24cm, Height 21cm.

BALANCE BOARD
Australian made, durable, heavy duty plastic balance
board. Circular grooves on surface provide grip while
slight convex gradient gives extra support. A great tool
to help children and adults with sensory processing
disorders to improve balance and coordination skills.
Size: 40cm dia.

WOBBLE BOARD
Provides 360 degrees of movement for a complete
range of motion. Great tool for proprioceptive and
rehabilitation exercises for both children and adults.
Light weight and portable. Size: 42cm dia.

All sizes are indicative only.
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All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au

ITEM 9279

ITEM 0810

ITEM 6072

ITEM 8040 ITEM 6073

SPINNING TOP
Solid, tough and durable plastic spinning top. Ideal to
spin in, rock around 360 degrees, hide in or sit on.
Size:71cm dia, Depth 26cm.

ITEM 8036

ITEM 6074

$ 87.40
EACH $16.35EACH

$ 59.99
EACH

$ 138.70
EACH

$14.95EACH

$ 87.25
EACH

$36.55EACH

SOLO TRAMPOLINE
Reinforced webbing suspended in steel springs with
sloped protected rim and foam covered handles.
Excellent for push offs and landings. Promotes
balance, timing and motor planning. : 103cm .Size dia
Height:28/80cm. Suitable 3-10 years. : 50kgSWL Max .

ITEM 8038

$887.50EACH

ITEM 8039

$ 482.90
EACH

SEAL AIR MAT

ITEM 8089

Inflatable mat. Good for working with postural
adjustments, motor planning and sensory stimulation.
Excellent for home or clinic. Size: 120cm x 210cm.
SWL Max: 65kg.

$ 287.10
EACH

$36.30EACH



RESISTANCE CORD PER METER

ITEM 8017

STRETCH BAND PER METER
Sold in one meter lengths. Colour coded for resistance.
Use for general strengthening activities, push-pull
games or oral motor work. Steady 30% increase from
one level to the next. 99.9% latex allergen FREE.
Made under the international quality standard ISO 9002.

POWER BAND
Chlorine resistant (so you can do workouts in the
pool!) Each power band can stretch up to 2½ times its
original length, creating a wide range of tension levels.

MULTI RESISTANCE
TRAINING KIT
Consists of three stackable clip tube resistance bands
which enable user to add or subtract resistance
(bands) for strengthening exercises or deep pressure
activities. Suitable for children and young adults.
Includes mesh carry bag.

STRETCH BANDS
Our stretch bands are inexpensive, easy to use, compact
and can be used at home as well as the classroom.
They encourage activities that promote sensory
integration, movement, deep pressure and coordination.
Four resistance levels. Size:150cmL x 12cmW.

ITEM 6075

All sizes are indicative only.
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All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au

ITEM 8088 ITEM 6070

FITNESS BAND 18' ROLL
Durable, long-lasting, effective and economical.
Ideal for group exercise classes, strength and flexibility
training, general fitness and rehabilitation therapy.
Size: 5.5mL x 14cmW.

ITEM 9544

ITEM 7146ITEM 8016

RESISTANCE CORD 30.5M
Resistance Cord is an economical way to exercise.
Different resistance levels are determined by the
thickness of the tubing. Great for rehabilitation and
exercising. Sold in boxed 30.5m rolls.  Colour coded
for resistance.

EXERCISE BAR WITH TUBING
Foam padded bar dis-assembles into 3 pieces. Two
different tension tubes. Use with or without resistance
tubing for upper body workout. Suitable for all age groups.

RESISTANCE KIT
IN MESH BAG
Budget, compact and portable set of three tube
resistance band exercisers for home exercise or
therapy, in the classroom or travelling in the car.
Consists of O Ring, Stretch 8 and Resistaciser of light
to moderate resistance. Includes mesh travel bag.

STRETCH BAND  25M
Sold in boxed 25m rolls. Colour coded for resistance.
99.9% latex allergen FREE. Made under the international
quality standard ISO 9002.

ITEM 8014

STRENGTH
AND

RESISTANCE FIT LOOPS
Versatile resistance loops that are great for strengthening
and proprioceptive activities. Our loops have a generous
61cm circumference and width of 3.8cm which makes
them wider than most. 99.98% FREE of Latex Allergens.
Five levels of resistance.

ITEM 9539

ITEM 8015

Great for stretching, chewing and blowing bubbles.
Different resistance levels are determined by the
thickness of the tubing. Sold per meter. Colour coded
for resistance.

$ 54.75
SET

$10.10SET

ITEM 6071

$ 16.35
SET

$2.60LIGHT

6075L

RED

$3.80
MEDIUM

6075M

GREEN

$5.00
X-HEAVY

6075XH

BLACK

$12.90
X-LIGHT

9544XL

RED

$14.90LIGHT

9544L

ORANGE

$16.60
LIGHT-MED

9544L-M

YELLOW

$18.50MEDIUM

9544M

GREEN

$20.20
MED-HEAVY

9544M-H

BLUE

$25.55HEAVY

9544H

INDIGO

$3.30LIGHT

8015L

YELLOW

$3.85
MEDIUM

8015M

RED

$4.30HEAVY

8015H

GREEN

$4.70
X-HEAVY

8015XH

BLUE

$5.40XX-HEAVY

8015XXH

BLACK

$6.45
XXX-HEAVY

8015XXXH

SILVER

$61.95
LIGHT

8014L

YELLOW

$72.10MEDIUM

8014M

RED

$80.25
HEAVY

8014H

GREEN

$88.35X-HEAVY

8014XH

BLUE

$100.55
XX-HEAVY

8014XXH

BLACK

$120.85XXX-HEAVY

8014XXXH

SILVER

$77.20LIGHT

8016L

YELLOW

$97.50
MEDIUM

8016M

RED

$109.65HEAVY

8016H

GREEN

$117.80
X-HEAVY

8016XH

BLUE

$142.15
XXX-HEAVY

8016XXXH

SILVER

$3.40
LIGHT

8017L

YELLOW

$4.30MEDIUM

8017M

RED

$4.80
HEAVY

8017H

GREEN

$5.15X-HEAVY

8017XH

BLUE

$5.70
XX-HEAVY

8017XXH

BLACK

$6.20XXX-HEAVY

8017XXXH

SILVER

$7.60X-LIGHT

7146XL

ORANGE

$14.30
LIGHT

7146L

RED

$19.40MINI  1/2"

7146B

BLACK

$27.99
1-1/8"

7146P

PURPLE

$43.401-3/4"

7146G

GREEN

$56.65
2-1/2"

7146U

BLUE

$3.35
X-LIGHT

9539XL

RED

$4.20LIGHT

9539L

ORANGE

$4.99
MEDIUM

9539M

YELLOW
$5.90X-HEAVY

9539XH

BLUE

$5.50
HEAVY

9539H

GREEN

$4.35HEAVY

6075H

BLUE

$129.99XX-HEAVY

8016XXH

BLACK



RESISTA HANDLES
Design your own resistance device using these
detachable cushioned handles. Choose from our
extensive range of resistance stretch and tube bands.
Provides economical way to customise your exercise
program. Sold individually.

RESISTACISERS
For upper and lower body workouts in water or land based
exercise. Heavy duty handles with cushioned hand grip.
Colour coded for resistance. Resistance Levels: Light
(6030L), Medium (6030M), Heavy (6030H), Set (6030S)
includes 1 x each resistance level. Size: 120cmL.

RESISTA CUFFS
Soft, comfortable cuffs for resistance exercise for wrist
or ankle. Choose from our extensive range of resistance
stretch and tube bands. Tie through D ring on cuffs to
design your own exercise program. Sold individually.

STRETCHING STRAP
Single strip of firm webbing with evenly spaced loops
along its length to help stretch out, increase range
of motion and perform dynamic stretches without a
partner. The loops allow for deep, gradual stretching
of major muscles. A simple proprioceptive activity for
children and adults. No buckles, no need to tie knots,
compact and portable. Size:1.93mL x 2.5cmW.

STRETCH RANGER
Easy to use overhead rehabilitation pulley system to
improve range of motion. Includes length adjustment
and easy grip handles. Suspended from doors. Great
tool to learn about position and movement of body
through muscles contracting, stretching, bending,
straightening and pulling for children and adults with
proprioceptive input issues.

STRETCHEZE
This soft, full body resistance band is made from nylon
lycra. Feel snug and supported  as you press into the
resistance of the band.

BODY SOX
These colourful bags are made from a stretchy, see-
through, breathable fabric. Exploring the boundaries of the
bag provides comforting deep pressure and awareness
of body position. A "must have" item in  the tool kit for
your home, clinic or school based sensory program.

ELASTABLAST
Bring fun and creativity to your movement therapy, fitness
or childrens' dance class. The strong springy resistance
of Elastablast maximises proprioception input which is
invaluable for grounding and motor coordination during
therapy. Great for both children and adults.

STRETCH CUFF
Consists of resistance stretch tube attached to
comfortable ankle straps. Light, small, portable device
to pop around wrists or ankles using adjustable velcro
closure. Great tool for lower body strengthening during
seated exercise in pool or deep pressure input in land
based activities. Colour coded for resistance.

STRETCH 8
The bow-tie like resistance device is simply doubled
over in a figure-8 pattern to give added resistance.
Provides a great, low-impact workout for chair based
exercise. Allows for a variety of long and short pulling
exercises with improved hold during the exercise.
Great for grip strengthening, motor planning and
deep pressure input for special needs populations.
Colour coded for resistance.

IRON MAN RINGS
Ring training  uses your own body weight to improve
strength and endurance. Rings encourage grip
strengthening, assist vestibular orientation, help develop
motor planning, provide deep pressure input as well as
providing for the simple act of reaching upwards. Set
consists of 2 x high visible yellow plastic gymnastic rings
and 2 x 4.4m long high strength nylon adjustable straps.

All sizes are indicative only.
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Order online and save time at: .com.au

ITEM 7437

ITEM 9549 ITEM 9547

ITEM 7438

ITEM 8087A

ITEM 6078

ITEM 7440

ITEM 9545

ITEM 4895 ITEM 6030ITEM 9538

$5.50EACH

$ 38.55
PER SET

$6.20
EACH

AB MAT
Lightweight, compact  and designed with ideal contour
and height to support the lower back. Provides full
range of motion targeting all abdominal muscle groups.
For those with sensory processing issues, this is a
great device to experience muscles stretching and
contracting in a coordinated movement.

ITEM 6077

$7.15
EACH

$10.15
LIGHT

6030L

$11.20MEDIUM

6030M

$24.99PER SET

6030S

$17.85
LIGHT

9547L

GREEN

$19.25HEAVY

9547H

BLUE

$20.35
X-HEAVY

9547XH

BLACK

$8.40
X-LIGHT

9549XL

YELLOW

$8.50LIGHT

9549L

GREEN
$9.90

MEDIUM

9549M

RED

$10.45HEAVY

9549H

BLUE

$159.35
SMALL

7437S

UP TO 4 CHILDREN

$200.85
MEDIUM

7437M

UP TO 6 CHILDREN $263.80LARGE

7437L

FROM 4-10 ADULTS

$73.10SMALL

7438S

$ 84.15
MEDIUM

7438M

$ 94.70
LARGE

7438L

$116.90
X-LARGE

7438XL

$68.20
SMALL FOR HEIGHT

142-157CM

7440S

$74.20MEDIUM FOR HEIGHT160-168CM

7440M

$80.35
TALL FOR HEIGHT

170-185CM

7440T

RESISTANCE CORD OR FLAT
BAND SOLD SEPARATELY

$11.90
HEAVY

6030H

$17.40
X-LIGHT

9547XL

YELLOW

$12.35EACH

$2.60
EACH

$18.75MEDIUM

9547M

RED



HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT KIT
Adjust your swing or therapy accessory evenly in
2.5cm increments with the Playaway Height Adjustment
Kit. Attach easily to the  Playaway Support Bar (sold
separately). Chains are 35cm long and sold in pairs.

ITEM 9140

PLAYAWAY NET SWING
Supportive design of net cradles child and provides a
sense of security. Stretches to fit any child in a prone
or sitting position. Easily attached via steel pelican
hooks to the Playaway Support Bar (sold separately)
Holds up to 79kg when Support Bar is hard mounted.

ITEM 9135

PLAYAWAY PLATFORM SWING
This swing consists of a platform board (102L x 45W x
2cmD), 2 x grab bars  and 4 x yellow ropes to suspend
the swing from the Playaway Support Bar (sold
separately).Challenges balance, instant vestibular
stimulation and postural adjustments. Holds up to 79kg
when Support Bar is hard mounted.

PLAYAWAY 3PCE
COMBINATION UNIT

PLAYAWAY CLIMBING LADDERCOCOON SWING
Durable plastic framing supports red canvas cradle.
Attaches easily to Playaway Support Bar (sold
separately). Swings back and forth. Dimensions
114cmL x 75cmW. Holds up to 79kg when Support Bar
is hard mounted.

PLAYAWAY TRAPEZE BAR
Trapeze Bar is made from a durable and adjustable
plastic bar with swing handles. It includes yellow rope
with steel pelican hooks for easy attachment to the
Playaway Support Bar (sold separately) Suitable for
children aged 3-10 years. Holds up to 45kg when
Support Bar is hard mounted.

PLAYAWAY STRAP SWING
Strap Swing is made from canvas material which
contours around the body. Attaches easily to the
Playaway Support Bar (sold separately). Holds up to
45kg when the Support Bar is hard mounted.

PLAYAWAY TODDLER COMBO
Designed for children 6 months to 3 years. Kit includes
adjustable, hardware mounted Playaway Support Bar
(Item 9130) with Playaway Toddler Swing (Item 9131).
The Toddler Swing is supplied with a harness and
cross bar for toys.

PLAYAWAY TODDLER SWING
Designed for children 6 months to 3 years. Durable plastic
framing supports red canvas seat which is comfortable
and secure. Supplied with harness and cross bar for toys.
Suspended from yellow rope with steel pelican hooks for
easy attachment to Playaway Support Bar (sold separately).
Holds up to 27kg when Support Bar is hard mounted.

PLAYAWAY
SUPPORT BAR
The centre piece of this system of indoor playground
equipment is the Support Bar which must be hard
mounted into a standard doorway. The PLAYAWAY
indoor playground system is ideal for children in high
rise apartments, town houses or homes where space
is limited. Ideal for home therapy and clinics. Support
Bar sold individually.

ITEM 9139

ITEM 9130

ITEM 9132 ITEM 9133

ITEM 9131

ITEM 9134

ITEM 9137

ITEM 9138

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au6

ITEM 9136

Save time and get the Playaway Support Bar, Trapeze
Bar and Strap Swing all together in a single kit. Suitable
for children 3-10 years.If the Playaway Support Bar is
hard mounted, then the Playaway Strap Swing and
Playaway Trapeze Swing can each support 45kg.

The ladder is long enough to suit any child. Made from
durable plastic rungs and includes a stabilisation bar
for use by parents or therapists. Easily attaches to
Playaway Support Bar (sold separately). Holds up to
25kg when Support Bar is hard mounted

PLAYAWAY
Suspension system for

swings in doorways.
Perfect for home

therapy and clinics.

$256.00EACH

$ 221.85
EACH

$ 475.00
EACH

$78.50EACH

$322.75EACH

$ 363.10
PER KIT

$ 60.45
EACH

$ 52.35
PAIR

$ 242.10
EACH

$ 242.10
EACH

$403.45EACH



Premium Southpaw quality. Designed for doorways
between 73- 91cmW. Support brackets screw into door
frame with the included drill bit. The door support has
3 adjustable heights and comes with 2 safety snaps.
SWL 90kg (dependant on strength of door jambs).

SOUTHPAW DOORWAY SUPPORT
High quality polyethelene concave saucer-shaped
swing. Suspended by height adjustable ropes from 4
points for extra stability.Misc colours. Size:670mm dia.
x 95mmD. Max. Load 68kg.

FLYING SAUCER

FULL BODY SWING SEAT ON ROPE
Offers special needs child chance to experience
exhilaration and fun of swinging. Fully adjustable safety
harness, secure shoulders and waist. Contoured design
provides head, body and leg support. : 75kg.Max. load

ITEM 8099

$979.45
EACH

YOUTH FULL SUPPORT
SWING SEAT
Incorporates pommel with safety harness. Adjustable
ropes for height and rake. Ropes installed on swing.
Suits up to 3m frame. Maximum load: 80kg. Hip to hip
size: 30-38cm. Package deal: Swing Seat (8085) +
Seat Liner (8090LY) $820.85.

ITEM 8085

ADULT FULL SUPPORT
SWING SEAT
Incorporates pommel with safety harness. Adjustable
ropes for height and rake. Ropes installed on swing.
Suits up to 3m frame. Max  load: 125kg  Hip to hip. .
size: 38-53cm. Package deal: Swing Seat (8084) +
Seat Liner (8090LA) $1,355.00.

ITEM 8084

CUDDLE SWING
Hammock style swing. Provides deep touch pressure
and vestibular stimulation. Also provides refuge for
children who need calming. SWL: 100kg.

ITEM 8091

$76.00EACH

to stimulate balance,
provide a refuge for

atcalming or satisfy th
.need to spin in space

SWINGS
Confidence boosting

SOUTHPAW
THERAPY NET

All sizes are indicative only.

ITEM 8098

All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au 7

ITEM
8082

TRIANGLE SWING
Tough, lightweight inflatable that is a workhorse for
your clinic or classroom. Vertical suspension for
straddle swing, single point for rotational input, two
point suspension for linear input. Measures 132cm
with inner dia.: 81cm. Latex free. Max. load: 79kg.

ITEM SS1

AIRWALKER
Superb quality
sensory swing which
offers bodily
experience of deep
pressure, suspension
and weightlessness.
Spend hours bouncing,
spinning, hanging or
sailing through the
air-or just hide away
inside. One size only.
Max. load 90kg.

ITEM 7439

$699.99
EACH

$990.95EACH
$498.99

EACH

ITEM 8086

$365.90EACH

CHILD FULL SUPPORT
SWING SEAT
High back durable polyethelene swing designed for
child who requires mild to moderate support while
swinging. Incorporates pommel and safety harness.
Ropes installed on swing. Max. load: 34kg. Hip to hip
size: Max  30cm.. Package deal: Swing Seat (8086) +
Seat Liner (8090LC) $653.90.

$ 518.10
EACH

ITEM 8090RB
REPLACEMENT

BUCKLE SET
$ 29.99 SET

ITEM 8090RR
REPLACEMENT

ROPE SET
$ 117.75 SET

ITEM 8090H
DELUXE

HARNESS
Attaches to seat and

secures individual into
seat. Suits all seat sizes.

$ 199.99 SET

$165.00EACH

ITEM 8092
$ 744.65

EACH

ITEM 8090L
SEAT LINERS
$287.99 8090LC

CHILD

$321.85 8090LY
YOUTH

$364.05 8090LA
ADULT

SPARE PARTS
FOR FULL SUPPORT SWINGS

SOUTHPAW NET
ADAPTION KIT
The Net Adaption Kit is
designed for physically
challenged or
uncoordinated clients.
Consists of padded
wooden seat,top spreader
bar and 2 attachment clips.

ITEM 8081

$161.70EACH

8081

$ 422.65
EACH

8082

Net provides vestibular
input in all planes, improved
head and neck extension,
proprioceptive input and
overall body control.
Dimensions: 122cmH.
Working Load: 90kg.



WEIGHTED LAP PAD
Vinyl covered pad with water based gel filling. Helps
children calm and organise themselves in a seated
position with deep pressure sensory input.
Colour: Blue. Size: 25.5 x 56cm. Weight: 3.2kg.

WEIGHTED LAP DOG CHLOE
Soft, huggable and WEIGHTED. Provides just-the-
right-amount of input needed to calm a wiggler or
alert the student with low tone. Weight:1.6kg.

ITEM 7475

CUDDLE LOOP
Stretchable lycra loop that provides tight, snugly,
swaddle sensation. Use in seated or lying position.
Fits children 6 months to 8 years (8.2kg to 20kg).

FISH TUNNEL
Made from stretch lycra with "hinged" mouth. A great
tool for transitions, crawling activities, heavy work, and
calming. Length:3.65m.

ITEM 7100

NEON STEP
AND WHEEL
Gel drips down in zigzag
pattern and spins the
wheel. Relaxing to
watch. Size: 50L x 40W
x 120mmH.

RAINBOW
MAKER
Attach to sunny window
with suction cups and
watch crystal rotate and
create room of dazzling
rainbows. olar drivenS .

FLOWING SAND
ART FRAME
Coloured sand flows
gently to form patterns
as frame is turned. Also
glows in dark. Size:
200mmL X 40mmW X
140mmH.

VI
SU

AL

LED STAR
SHAPE FIBRE
OPTIC WAND
7 colours light up fibre
optic display through
glittering star.

LED STAR
SPINNER
Ten LED lights spin to
create a spectacular light
display. 3 x AAA batteries
not included. Size: 20cm L.

ITEM 7173 ITEM 7174

LED GALAXY
SPINNER
Hand held mesmeric
spinner.20cm long.

LED STROBE
WAND
Six powerful pulsating
bright LED's in wand.
Mirror ball effect while it
spins.19cm long. Great
distractor.

ITEM 7175

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au8

LED WINDMILL
WAND
Hand held wand with
whirling LED display.

$17.75
EACH

ITEM 7138

$8.75EACH

$13.50EACH

ITEM 7176

BLACK LIGHT
UP FAN

ITEM 7178

$13.50
EACH

Hand held mesmeric
spinner.20cm long.

ITEM 7393

$24.25EACH

SPHERE LIGHT
Mood light with 4
different colour modes
which blend into each
other.3 x AAA batteries
not included. Dia. 10cm.

ITEM 7394

$15.85
EACH

ITEM 7396

$62.95EACH

ITEM 7397

$8.99
EACH

STAR
PROJECTOR
Turns a room into a galaxy
of twinkling stars while
listening to 7 different
sounds of nature. 3 x
AAA batteries not included.

$32.40EACH

SPACE SPECS
Comfortable frames hold
kaleidoscope that can
be rotated, mutating the
scene with every turn.

ITEM 7403

$13.50EACH SWIRL
KALEIDOSCOPE
With each turn of the
kaleidoscope a swirl of
unique colours and
shapes are revealed.
Size: 19cmL x 4cm dia.

ITEM 7404

$9.70
EACH FLASHING

DISCO GLOVES
Looks like Michael
Jackson's white glove
with silver sequins and
multi colour LEDs with
six flashing sequences.
Sold in pairs.

ITEM 4457

WEIGHTED
& DEEP

PRESSURE
PRODUCTS

ITEM 7476ITEM 7110

$ 82.90
EACH

$8.99
EACH

$4.75EACH

$13.65EACH

$352.95
EACH

$87.85EACH
$ 69.99

EACH

ITEM 7402



SUPER VIBE MASSAGE MATE
Flexible tube massager which curves freely around
the body and provides a surrounding vibration.
Lightweight and portable. Requires 2 x type C batteries
(not included). Size: 115cmL x 4cm dia.

FOAM MASSAGERVIBRATING TACTILE SNAKE
Tube can be wrapped around any part of the body
for vibro-tactile feedback. Requires 4 x AA batteries
(not included). Size: 77.5cm x 7.5cm dia.

VIBRATING CUSHTIE PILLOW
VIBRO TUBE
Vibration therapy tool. It is off when horizontalin a
position. Twist in the air to turn on. Encourages gross
motor skills. Easy to clean. Requires 1 x type C battery
(not included). cm .Size: 18 L x 5cm dia

VIBRATING MITT
Provides a soft vibrating massage for relaxation and
sensory stimulation. Help to motivate listless child tos
start the day. Pressure activated. Requires 2 x AA
batteries (not included).

Made from micro beads for sensational softness.
Vibrations in pillow very relaxing and reducesare

pillow itstress and anxiety. Sit on , put on your lap,
itlie on . Perfect for quiet times or when attention is

required. Easy on/off switch. Requires 3 x AA batteries
(not included). cm cm .Size: 30 L x 23 W x 10cm H

VIBRATING PILLOW
Corduroy foam filled pillow vibrates when squeezed.
Has gentle soothing massage actions. Provides
focus and attention that some people need and crave.
Requires 2 x D batteries (not included). cmSize: 30 x
30 x 10cmcm .

VIBRATING SNAKE
Flexible nake can be wrapped behind back ands
also under arm and leg. Two speeds for gentle
vibrations. Very soothing. Requires 2 x type C
batteries (not included). Size: .125cm L x 4cm dia

VIBRATING HAIRBRUSH
Battery operated plastic hairbrush for head massage.
Reverse side of hairbrush has nodes that can
massage back, neck and shoulders. Requires 2 x AAA
batteries (not included). 17.5cmL.

VIBRATING TURTLE PILLOW
Soft brightly coloured turtle is just waiting for a hug.
Vibrates once squeezed. Requires 2 x D batteries
(not included). 9cm 46cmW.Size: 4 L x

All sizes are indicative only.

ITEM 7374

ITEM 7372

ITEM 7375ITEM 7373

ITEM 7377 ITEM 7378

All prices include GST
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ITEM 7381 ITEM 7382

VIBRO
TACTILE

$226.30EACH

$ 34.70
EACH

$75.99EACH

$ 81.50
EACH

ITEM 7376

$49.99EACH
$ 169.75

EACH

$138.10EACH

For children who need to do a lot of touching and
squeezing. Consists of 6 sections (foam, memory foam,
beads, vibration, marbles, quiet rattle) to manipulate
with hands and fingers. Pull string cord-no batteries.

ITEM 7 137

$70.55EACH

$ 59.99
EACH

VIBRATING JIGGLES
Pull the cord to feel the vibration in your hand as cord
retracts. Animals: Seal (7459S), Kangaroo (7459K).

ITEM 7459

$2.99
EACH

$89.99EACH



TANGLE JNR WITH TEXTURE
Has lots of bumps and grooves, providing lots of
sensory stimulation and making it nice to touch and
explore. Colours vary. Suitable children over 3 years.

TANGLE JNR FUZZIES
A fun, fuzzy twist on the classic Tangle Jnr (Item 7446).
Highly tactile. Suitable children over 3 years.

TANGLE ORIGINAL WITH TEXTURE
This larger sized tangle features a series of 90 degree
curves that pivot 180 degrees on each joint. Links made
from plastic where colour and texture vary randomly.
Restores calm and ability to cope with stressors.

TANGLE THERAPY
Tangles have no beginning or end. Lightweight,
portable, twistable and covered with a soft latex-free
rubberised material. A great stress reliever. Suitable
children over 3 years.

ITEM 7442T

TANGLE RELAX THERAPY
Smaller version of Tangle Therapy (Item 7442T). Tactile/
sensory tool that assists in reducing anxiety and
increasing focus in both children and adults. Great for
grip strengthening and in-hand manipulation. Suitable
children over 3 years.

NOODLE BALL
Mop-like masses of noodles on a ball. 7.5cm long
bungee cord attached to ball and then fixed onto
finger makes for a soft yo-yo. Size: Ball 6cm dia.

STRETCH BUG CENTIPEDE
Features beady eyes and rubbery stretchable array
of soft ,silvery spikes. Intended to reduce anxiety
and keep fingers busy. Size: 28cm Long.

ITEM 7169

Our selection of getsFIDGETS
hands and fingers moving

while at the same time
not distracting others.

Fidget toys can increase
focus relieve anxiety.and

FIDGET STOY

All sizes are indicative only.
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All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au

HAIRY TANGLE
Th never ending nature of th tangle provides ae e
stimulating toy with opening, closing, twisting, turning
or pulling apart and putting together again. Covered

Suitable children over 3 years.in soft rubbery hair.
Size: L33cm ong.

ITEM 7442H

ITEM 7442E

$43.65EACH

TANGLE JNR
So much fun to twist and turn, bend and coil which
makes it hard to put down. Links can be pulled apart
and pushed together again. Hand size. Colours vary.
Suitable children over 3 years.

ITEM 7446

$7.50EACH

ITEM 7145

$5.15
EACH

$3.35
EACH

BENDY MAN
Smiley faced and bright yellow. A little larger than
Bendable Figures (Item 7228). Provides heavy work
for hands when trying to maintain arousal or attention
levels in small spaces. Size: 13cmL.

ITEM 9425

$5.99
EACH

ITEM 7442R

$12.35EACH
$ 24.70

EACH

ITEM 7442F

$8.25
EACH

ITEM 7442J

$7.20EACH

$8.25
EACH

BENDABLE SFIGURE
Fits neatly into palm of hand. Fun to twist, bend and
shape. Useful in maintaining attention or arousal level.
Also a great stress reliever. Choose from Zoo Animals
(7228A), Pirates (7228P), Dinosaurs (7228D), Fairies
(7228F), Ballerinas (7228B), Toothbrushes (7228T)
or Random Figures (7228R).

ITEM 7228$0.99EACH

FROM



WATER SNAKE
Great way to develop motor control using a slippery
water snake filled with blue, glittery liquid and sea
creatures floating inside it. Size: 24 3 m diacm L x c .

SMILEY FACE STRESS BALL
Squishy ball with smiley faces. Squeeze, stretchs or
pummel these balls. Bend to your every whim and
keep smiling. 7 mSize: c dia.

WALL CRAWLER
Sticky, stretchy octopus tentacles. Throw it on a
window and watch it crawl down. Size: 9cm dia.

All sizes are indicative only.
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All prices include GST

Order online and save time at: .com.au

SQUEEZY SNAKE
15 ong snake. ute little crittercm l Filled with air, this c
is squeezable and stretchy. Helps regulate arousal
levels  Great for the classroom, car or at home!.

ITEM 7221

$3.70EACH

SQUEEZYMAL
Air filled squeezable animals with soft stretchy spikes.
Loop to suspend on a sensory bar. Provides light
resistance when squeezing and manipulating.

ITEM 7222

$1.75
EACH

TENTACLE BALL
Squeezable balls with rubbery tentacles. Stress
relievers to assist with attention and concentration.
Size  10cm: dia.

ITEM 7171

$5.50EACH

HEDGE BALL
Soft rubber spikes which make ball a tactile experience.
Fits comfortably in palm of hand. Size: 3cm .dia

ITEM 7172

$ 0.65
EACH

ITEM 7429
$ 10.10

EACH

BUG OUT BOB
Squeeze Bob and watch his eyes, nose and ears pop
out. Robust, pliable fidget. Turn to Bob when feeling
a little overwhelmed.

ITEM 7431

$24.65EACH

ITEM 2734

$3.15
PER PACK

$1.85EACH

ITEM 7343 ITEM 7344

$ 7.50
EACH

MARACA CLACKERZ
Brightly coloured, soft tentacles that can be pulled and
stretched. Fabulous fidget toy that provides tactile,
auditory and visual stimulation. Limited quantity.

ITEM 7469

STRETCHY
STRING
Not only stretchy, but
squishy too. Fits into
palm of hand. 30cm long
stretchy string stretches
to 3 meters.

ITEM 7224

$1.75
EACH

STRETCHY
SNAKES
These vinyl snakes boast
an ultra-stretchable
texture. Size: 20.5cmL.

ITEM 7339
$3.20PACK OF 4

ITEM 7348 ITEM 7349

STRETCHY
LIZARDS
Long, safe stretch lizard
will keep busy hands active
for hours. Size: 10.5cmL.

STRETCHY
FROGS
Soft rubbery frogs that
just stretch and stretch.
Size: 5cm

$2.40
PACK OF 4

$2.99PACK OF 4

SPIKEY GLOVE
The original fun, stretchy glove with soft rubbery spikes.
Great handwriting glove as it provides increased
proprioception input to hands. Fits right or left hand.
Suitable for 5 years+.

$ 11.99
EACH



BANANA SLUGFEST
Sticky, slimy, creepy crawly banana slug. Made of soft
elastic stretchy material. Very real looking. Squeeze it,
throw it, roll it, grab it, stretch or stick it. Regardless of
what is done with the slug, children have an opportunity
to practice and strengthen their hands. Size:10cmL.

THERAPUTTY
Non-toxic, unscented, non-oily and latex-free. Pleasant
to touch-will not dry out. Great for a variety of finger,
hand and wrist resistive exercises. Colour coded
progressive resistance: XXSoft/Tan, XSoft/Yellow,
Soft/Red, Medium/Green, Firm/Blue. Tub: 57gm.

ITEM 7453

TIC TAC TOE GEL PAD
This gel pad can be used to help calm and focus an
adult. Fidgety fingers can manipulate the buttons in

cm .gel pad. Size: 25 x 25cm

GEL MAZE WITH BALL

SPIRAL GELMAT

Gel maze can be placed on table and person pushes
ball through maze with fingers. Excellent activity to
reduce anxiety and when individual needs to sit

where ballquietly. Encourages manipulation reacts
cm .to hand pressure. Size: 35 x 35cm

SCENTED THERAPUTTY
Non sticky, non oily scented putty will not stick to
clothing, carpet, hair or the floor. Easy to mould and
stretch. Scent provides additional sensory stimulation.
Colour and scent coded  progressive resistance:
XXSoft/Vanilla, XSoft/Banana, Soft/Cherry,
Medium/Apple. Tub: 57gm.

WEB EXERCISER
Ultimate finger, hand, wrist and forearm exerciser. Both
hands can be exercised at once. Accommodates all hand
sizes and strength levels. Three levels of resistance:
Light (Yellow), Medium (Red) and Heavy (Green).

$33.00EACH

ITEM 7407

ITEM 7108

ITEM 7109

ITEM 7107

ITEM 7408

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GSTAll prices include GST
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FIN EG R
AND HAND

STRENGTHENING

$ 14.65
TUB

Guide the plastic discs around the sparkly gel spiral
pad. Great for fine motor skills. Table top activity.

uGel sq idges about under fingers. Excellent for those
with sensory processing disorders. Size: 50 x 55cmcm .

$ 133.35
EACH

$ 61.65
EACH$ 58.15

EACH

$ 7.80
TUB

NEON MESH SQUISHY BALL
Squeeze it, squish it, throw it, catch it. These unique
neon squishy balls in their mesh netting offer a number
of ways to have fun as well as improve grip and finger
strength. Age: 3 years+  Size:7.5cm dia.

ITEM 2267

$5.35
EACH

BULGY EYE FROG
Hand held frog with eyes that bug out and become
huge when squeezed. Colours-green or orange.
Not intended for mouthing.

ITEM 2277

$3.60EACH

WHAT ITZ
Original wooden multicolour little fidget toy that keeps
fingers busy. Strung together with elastic to create
multiple shapes and wonderful designs. Great fidget
toy for mat times as it makes no noise but gives good
sensory feedback in every other way.

ITEM 7338

$9.75
EACH

HAND SQUEEZERS
These memory foam hand held balls are perfect for the
early stages of hand therapy. The balls are pliable and
workable just like exercise putty. The balls are colour
coded in 3 levels for resistance. 3 piece set (yellow/x-
easy, red/easy, green/medium).

ITEM 7420$20.75SET

ITEM 7433

$ 7.50
EACH



RAINBOW FIDGET BALL
Heavy duty, durable fidget ball with short keychain.
Hook onto a backpack, keyring, lanyard or pencil case
and squeeze away. Filled with small coloured balls.
Not intended for mouthing. Suitable for 3 years+.
Size: 6.5cm dia.

ODD BALLZ
Plastic ball with 12 circular acrylic mirrors on each face.
Size: 7cm dia.

ITEM 7468

CATERPINCH FIDGET
Each segment of the caterpillar is a securely sealed
liquid and feels "squooshy" when pinched. An ideal
tool for warming up fingers before writing and keeping
busy fingers in one place. Not intended for mouthing.
Size:27 x 4cm.

ITEM 3697

MAGNETIC MARBLES
Set of 5 colourful magnetic jumbo sized marbles.
Click them together, pull them apart or rotate them
in your palms (to develop hand arches). Suitable for
child 4years+  Size: 3.5cm dia.

ITEM 0174

SNAKE PUZZLE
Snake puzzle is made up of plastic triangular sections
which can be  bent, folded, turned and twisted into
dozens of shapes. Let your fingers enjoy manipulating
the triangles .Size: 30cmL.

ITEM 7467

SPIKEY BALLS
These hand held balls provide more intense sensory
stimulation than massage balls. Provide either
stimulation or relaxation. Sizes: 7.5cm dia/green
(8083XS), 8cm dia/yellow (8083S), 9cm dia /red
(8083M), 10cm dia/blue (8083L).

ITEM 8083

$1.99
EACH

8083XS

$5.85EACH

8083S

$2.99
EACH

8083M

$9.45EACH

8083L

MAGIC SPRING
Old favourite. Rhythmic jiggling of metal coils from
hand to hand develops bilateral coordination skills.
Watch the coils walk, bounce, spring and step. Great
tool to make sure finger and thumb joints are always
maintaining some flexion. Size: 55cm x 50mmL.

ITEM 7416

$6.25EACH

RATTLE SNAKE EGGS
A pair of powerful oval- shaped black magnets that
clatter and buzz, collide and wrestle for equilibrium in
a cupped hand. Throw them in the air, catch them and
pull them apart. Strengthens fingers and hands.
Size: 4.5cmL.

ITEM 7350

SPAGHETTI BALL
The cool and silvery sensation of the “noodles”
dripping through your fingers is delicious- a unique
tactile experience. Filaments can be gently pulled.

ITEM 7434

$4.60EACH

ITEM 7471

WEIGHTED PUSHPATHZ SET
Both a fidget and weighted lap blanket. Sold in set of 5
simple low pile plush material mazes -each with weight
of 200gm and size:27 x 27cm. Great tool for finger
strengthening and motor planning.

TWIDGET TRACKER SET
Made from tough latex-free vinyl and filled with
coloured balls. Needs both hands to push the yellow
ball from one side to the other. Colour coded  for level
of difficulty. Not intended for mouthing. Suitable for
4 years+. Size:14cmL Bulb:7cm dia.

ITEM 7472

GUM FUN FINGER STRENGTHENER
Move all the gum from its stretchy lycra colour-coded
channels into the clear gumball globe. Apart from
encouraging motor planning and bilateral coordination
skills, those fingers are getting a real workout.
Size: 36 x 21cm.

ITEM 7473 ITEM 7474

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GST
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$4.10PAIR

$ 35.20
EACH

$ 16.00
EACH

$72.55SET OF 5

$ 43.00
EACH

$99.00SET OF 3

$ 4.15
EACH

$ 13.50
EACH

$15.90SET OF 5



ITEM 7347

PUFFER BALL WITH FACE
Squeeze these balls and an air bubble bulges the
face. Soft, stretchy tentacles provide a tactile treat.
Loop on ball allows it to be suspended on sensory
bar. Not intended for mouthing. Size:13cm dia.

ITEM 7337

POOL LIGHT
UP BALLS
Airless balls. Easy to
throw and catch.
Super bright with
LED light pulsing
inside ball. Latex
free. Non toxic TPR.
Water resistant.
Sizes: Soccer Ball
(7470C) 18cm dia.
Football (7470F)
25cmL.

ITEM
7470

YO YO SPIKEY BALL
Squishy outer shell with soft porcupine spikes. Ball
attached to finger with bungy-style cord and looped
around finger. A different yo yo experience.

ITEM 7144

KNOBBLY BALL 23CM
Easy to squeeze,inflatable football with soft knobbly
surface. Size:23cmL.

ITEM 7103

KNOBBLY BALL 8CM
Easy to squeeze, inflatable, small knobbly ball. Also
provides sensory awareness or massage stimulation
by rolling on child's hands, feet or back. Size: 8cm dia.

ITEM 7102

Light-Up
Tactile

Auditory

SENSORY
BALLS

DIAMOND GLITTER BALL
Dazzling array of shiny glitter floating inside hi-bounce
ball. Slowly roll over table or floor and watch swirls of
glitter. Helps re-focus. Size: 7cm dia.

ITEM 7167

FLASHING RAINBOW BALL
A hearty bounce activates a light show in the hi-bounce
ball. Roll ball while flashing so child can track visually.
Keeps hands busy – useful for waiting times.
Size:5cm dia.

ITEM 7168

POM POM BALL
When squeezed, air bubbles emerge from the centre
of the puffer ball. Mixed colours. Not intended for
mouthing. Size:13cm dia.

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GSTAll prices include GST
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LIGHT UP LAUGHING BALL
Hi-bounce balls which feature plastic spikes and erupt
into laughing sounds and a multi-coloured light show
when bounced. Size: 7cm dia.

ITEM 7165ITEM 7164

$5.80EACH

STAR BALL
Lots of coloured foil stars inside hi-bounce ball.
Slowly roll over table or floor and watch swirls of stars.
Helps to re-focus. Size: 7cm dia.

ITEM 7162
$2.80

EACH

$3.99
EACH

$ 3.50
EACH

$3.99EACH

$0.80
EACH

$2.65EACH

$35.35
EACH

$5.60
EACH

$2.80EACH

STICKY SPLAT EGG
Ultra-squeezable and sticky egg splat ball. When
squeezed firmly, air bubbles emerge from the centre.
Not intended for mouthing. For ages 5+. Size: 6.5cm dia.

$1.30
EACH



MULTIBUBBLE
TRUMPET
Quality Pustefix product.
Provides stream of
bubbles with each blow.
Better suited for younger
children who have trouble
with traditional blowing.

CHEWY
TUBE-BLUE
The largest and firmest
of the chewy tubes.
Suitable for individuals
with strong jaws.

BLOW LOTTO
Take a deep breath and
manoeuvre the ball
around the frame.
Develops breathing
control and lip muscles.

SOFT TOOT
ENGINE
Ideal whistle to use when
looking for short sharp
exhalation exercises as it
produces a loud sound.
Easy blow whistle.

DUCK WHISTLE
Cute duck whistle.
Size: 5cm.

TRAIN WHISTLE
When exhaling,the yellow
ball vibrates at end of
whistle providing sensory
input to lips. Size: 13cmL.

SIREN
WHISTLE
Designed for long
exhale. Siren wailing
increases with depth of
breathe.  Easy blow
pressure. Size: 5cmL.

BENDY
TOOTHBRUSH
Let's talk teeth and
how to care for them.
Bend, twist and contort
Mr. Toothbrush as he
explains the importance
of clean teeth. Size: 9cm.

ITEM 7228T

$2.50
EACH

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GSTAll prices include GST
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THE
MOUTH

AIR BLASTER

ITEM 7330

Huge sound with little
blowing. Attached to
lanyard. Size: 8cm.

$2.15EACH

RUBBER
RAZZER
Deep vibrating sound
made with little effort.
The harder and longer
you blow, the better the
sound. Size: 12.5cmL.

ITEM 7331

ITEM 7354

$1.15
EACH

$1.15EACHDUCK BEAK
WHISTLE

ITEM 7334

ITEM 7332

Large whistle with robust
QUACK when blown.
Requires medium to
strong exhalation to make
duck sound. Gives some
vibration to lips. Size 9cm.

$2.55EACH

$1.55EACH

ITEM 7333

$0.90
EACH

TOMMY TOOT
Blow and suck Tommy's
hat to make him toot.
For the younger child.
Easy to grasp.

ITEM 7351 ITEM 7352

$0.45
EACH $11.95EACH

ITEM 7355
$70.20EACH

ITEM 7359BITEM 7359

CHEWY TUBES
Designed to develop
biting and chewing skills.
Item 7359Y (yellow)
suited to infants and
children up to 2 years or
individuals who cannot
open their jaw very wide.
Item 7359R (red) is used
with toddlers, older
children and adults.

Has textured surface
along shaft by way of
raised dots. Suitable for
children to adults.

CHEWY
TUBE-GREEN

ITEM 7359G

$9.90EACH

$9.90
EACH

$9.90EACH

CHEWY TUBES
sP's & Q'

Solid,easy to grasp.Stem
of P reaches into back of
mouth while circle of Q
provides biteable surface
for lateral jaw exercise.

ITEM 7359PQ

$13.99
SET

CHEWY TUBE Q
Assists early mouthing
experiences where
transition from tongue
exploration to lateral jaw
action. Plain (7359QP)
and Knobbly (7359QK).

ITEM 7359Q

$9.90EACH

SUPER CHEW
Solid version of Chewy
Tubes.Closed handle
makes it easy to grasp.
Plain (7359SCP) and
Knobbly (7359SCK).

ITEM 7359SC

$8.95
EACH

TOOBALOO
Hold against ear and
mouth for instant
feedback. The design
magnifies voices
allowing speakers to
hear their sounds and
words clearly. Hum or
whistle into mouthpiece
for unique sound effect.

ITEM 7357

$14.60
EACH

CHATTERMATE
KOALA
The Koala copies everything
you say, chatting back to
you while his head bobs
up and down.

ITEM 7358

$33.99
EACH

POP-EYED CROC
Croc has two floating eyes
that go up and down and
whirl around when you
puff. Encourages long
blow outward breathing.

ITEM 7360

$9.10EACH

ITEM 7363

$19.95
EACH

BUBBLE
STRAWS
Quality Pustefix product.
Encourages prolonged
oral blowing without
sound. Finest quality
bubble solution.

ITEM 7364

$15.85PACK

ITEM 7365

TRUMPET
WHISTLE
Blow on the brightly
coloured horns with lips
firmly pressed on
mouthpiece. Sounds like
real steam train blowing
its horn. Very easy blow
pressure whistle.

$10.70
EACH



RED LIP SIREN
Suck or blow to create
whirring whistle sounds.
Easy blow whistle.

COCO PIPE
Blow into the mouthpiece
and the crocodile head
pops out. Suck on the
mouth piece and the
croc head disappears!
Provides for blow in and
out respiration.

SILLY STRAWS
Liquid goes up the tube
over your ear around
each eye, over your
other ear and into your
mouth. Sucksational!!

BUBBLE BORDER
Use vertically as shown or as a horizontal discovery( )
centre. Place low to the floor for crawlies or high for
taller children. Size: 81cm L x 28cm W.

ITEM 7450

$240.85EACH

MIRROR,
MIRROR

ON THE WALL

BUBBLE MAXI MIRROR
Nine convex mirror bubbles surrounded by flat
reflections of all that is seeable. See your image
change in size and shape. Polyethylene fittings attach
to flat surfaces. Size: 81cm x 81cm.

ITEM 7452

16 Order online and save time at: .com.au

Place acrylic mirrors in any corner to enhance self
image, discovery and visual perception. Attach with
injection moulded polyethylene mirror corners and side
safes which simplifies installation and holds mirror fast
against surface.

CORNER MIRROR

SOFT FRAME CONCAVE
BUBBLE MIRROR
Bubble mirror with nine concave repetitive mirrors
multipl and magnify the users image. Imagesy
reflected back nine times. Stand far away and the
mirror image turns upside down. Colourful pad
surrounds the mirror. Lightweight and easy to fix to a
wall. Size: 87cm x 87cm. Bubbles: 23cm dia.

BUBBLE MINI MIRROR
Multiple views of same person or objects fascinate the
viewer and create continued curiosity. Watch your
image change in size and shape. Mounting kit
supplied. Size: 47cm x 47cm.

ITEM 7447

Phone theraquatics07-3865 4420   Fax: 07-3265 5955  Email: sales@ .com.au

ITEM 7449

ITEM 7448

All sizes are indicative only.
All prices include GST

$331.20
EACH

$752.90EACH

$ 311.30
PAIR

About us
Theraquatics is a leading supplier of aquatic exercise and therapy equipment in Australia.

As an extension of our interest in water exercise and rehabilitation, we have introduced
a new category called to our list of therapy products.Sensory Corner

Theraquatics continues to supply innovative and value for money water-based
equipment and you can view all our products and order online at

www.theraquatics.com.au

For sensory and motor therapy equipment

$557.10EACH

ITEM 7073

$8.65
EACH

VOICE CHANGER
(LARGE)
Better than your average
electronic voice changer
with 10 different voice
changing effects and 6 built
in super bright flashing LED's
that flash when you talk.
Size:16cmL. 9V battery
included.

ITEM 7387

$24.25EACH

DINO SOARS
Just blow into the tube
which starts the copter
blade a spinning and when
it reaches the right point
it will take off and fly.
Encourages sustained
long blowing and visual
tracking.

ITEM 7436

$9.10
EACH

ITEM 7444

ANTELOPE
SLIDE WHISTLE
Quality whistle. Phthalate
and BPA free. Superb
slide whistle for blowing
with added skill of
bilateral coordination.

ITEM 7443

$8.70EACH

ITEM 8072

$0.99SET OF 3

$20.65
EACH


